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America in Turmoil: From Deep State Insurgency to Deep State Spying – WikiLeaks’ Vault 7

By Joachim Hagopian, March 10 2017

The latest CIA crimes constitute an unprecedented assault allowing deep state to infiltrate
and attack us through malware embedded in our iPhones, Android computer applications as
well as smart TVs in order to listen in and shockingly violate every last vestige of our
decimated privacy.

WikiLeaks, “Year Zero” and the CIA Hacking Files

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, March 10 2017

The releases have also seen a rapid scramble on the part of app companies to claim that the
Vault and Zero Year coverage by WikiLeaks reveals a crude reality: you simply cannot rely
on the security of your messaging format.

CIA Leak Shows We’re “Sliding Down the Slippery Slope Toward Totalitarianism, Where
Private Lives Do Not Exist”: Dennis Kucinich

By Washington’s Blog, March 10 2017

Before you label Kucinich as being overly-dramatic, you may want to note that  Bill Binney –
the high-level  NSA executive who created the agency’s  mass surveillance program for
digital information, the 36-year NSA veteran widely who was the senior technical director
within the agency and managed thousands of NSA employees – told Washington’s Blog that
America has already become a police state.
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Wikileaks Reveals: CIA’s UMBRAGE Allows Agency to Carry out ‘False Flag’ Cyber Attacks

By Whitney Webb, March 10 2017

While  most  coverage  thus  far  has  focused  on  the  CIA’s  ability  to  infiltrate  and  hack
smartphones,  smart TVs and several  encrypted messaging applications,  another crucial
aspect  of  this  latest  leak  has  been  skimmed over  –  one  with  potentially  far-reaching
geopolitical implications.

The WikiLeaks Revelations and the Crimes of US Imperialism

By Andre Damon, March 10 2017

The WikiLeaks documents expose the United States as the world’s greatest “rogue state”
and “cyber criminal.” The monstrous US espionage network,  paid for with hundreds of
billions in tax dollars, uses diplomatic posts to hide its activities from its “allies,” spies on
world leaders, organizes kidnappings and assassinations and aims to influence or overturn
elections all over the world.
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